According to Ezekiel

**EPHRAIM’S PUNISHMENT** *(Ez. Lying on left side)*

Ezekiel 4:4-5

Leviticus 26:27-28

Israel/Ephraim taken captive

Captivity and punishment ended

No repentance

**JUDAH’S PUNISHMENT** *(Ez lying on right side)*

Ezekiel 4:6

Ezekiel 23:31-32

Judah taken captive
Captivity and punishment ended because they repented, punishment was not multiplied by 7

STARTING IN ABOUT 1996 CE TWO HOUSE TRUTH AND NATIONAL RECONCILIATION BEGINS A NEW AND ACCELERATED PHASE, AS BOTH HOUSES HAVE SERVED THEIR PUNISHMENT FROM YAHUWAH OF HOSTS.

50 generations from Noah’s grandson, Yahshua arrived, 50 Generations from Yahshua, 50 X40= 2000 AD